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Survey
Good design begins with a survey. 
Who is the client? 
What are their objectives? 
What are their resources and limitations?
What are their values and long term goals?

Analysis
What are the components of your design?
List the functions and then list elements and sys-
tems that can help support the named functions of
the design.

Implementation
Sequence, build infrastructure first, create tools
and train the team. Think of seasons, cash flow,
availability and make your plan strategic.

Design
How can we build relationship between each element
placed in the design so that they form a system or
have a some kind of relationship?
Does our design fulfill the goals and limitations 
identified in the survey?

Maintenance
Before you implement consider how you will maintain
any new elements added to your design. 
Plan a maintenance strategy from the outset.

Evaluation and tweaks
No design is ever 100% correct, external conditions
also change, permaculture is a process of 
testing, feedback and adjustment.
What is working well?
What is challenging?
What changes can we to make to improve it?

Design is a process. In permaculture form always follows function. 
The most important thing is that a design works, rather than what it looks like.
We can break the design process into a series of steps, and this can be seen as
an open and ongoing process.



Design by increments

We can’t reach where we need to go in a single step. Begin with the
self and how we make our income. If we can better access land
and manage it effectively then we have opportunity to further invest
in infrastructure, learning more about tools and technology along
the way. 

Sharing what we have learned helps build community and culture,
which in turn empowers and enables the individual. Permaculture 
Design is an ongoing process that builds on successes and devel-
ops experience along the way. 



Zones and sectors

Part of permaculture’s pattern language is to see the zones and sectors
that define any plot. The closer to home the easier things are to 
manage and the more we receive feedback. Whilst out in Zone 5’s un-
managed areas often new ideas and new associations form, which give
us new insight and learning.

Sectors remind us there is always a windy side and a sheltered one,
wetter areas and drier ones. Wildlife is as much a flow across a land-
scape as water or traffic, all of these can be designed for and made the
best from. Limitations can be minimised through correct placement
and planning.

Start from the back door, make space for nature and arrange elements 
strategically according to their function and relationship to other 
elements.



Taking care of self comes first

Zones and sectors give a strong sense of priority, helping a designer
decide what comes first what is most important. The answer maybe
that many things may seem of equal importance, but what to focus on
first are the things that enable you to become more effective to build
the infrastructure or train the people to accomplish ar reaching goal.
Also for groups of people to be bale to agree on what to do first it is
important to have an equal sense of priority. 

A psychologist called MASLOW came up with a hierarchy of need which
is a very useful way to consider such issues.

He saw 5 distinct levels of priority: the first being about the self and
our own basic survival needs. It has almost impossible to address other
areas in your life if these key needs are not met first. The base layers
of the pyramid reflect short term more immediate needs. The higher
layers are the product of longer term planning and consistent actions.



Nothing exists in isolation or performs one single task. Consider the
needs, outputs, behaviours and characteristics of each element in any
system. 

Good design links each output in such a way that it becomes an
input somewhere else in the system. Every product can be potentially
be harvested eliminating waste, and every behaviour if effectively
managed can become a part of the overall output of the design. 

Permaculture encourages the designer to see the connections and 
relationships between elements and how, if linked together, they
might form a system. 



Survey
Finding a level line across land enables the
construction of surface water trapping 
features such as swales.

Estimating height allows us to work out a
suitable distance between swales and to
understand the steepness and shape of a
piece of land.



Elements Arranged to Fulfill Multiple
Functions

Catching surface water runoff, preventing soil damage and increasing
rain water percolation.

Nitrogen fixing trees that act as nurse plants, building soil, feeding
beneficial insects and animals whilst providing shade for young higher
value plants.
A managed succession over time that creates conditions suitable for a
more diverse agriculture and increasing variety of yields.
A system that improves over time by trapping natural run offs and
harvesting as much available energy as possible. 



Systems thinking

Food and nutrients, input and outputs
Vertical flows, water and nutrients flow down hill, warm air rises and
can be used to cool and ventilate a building. Nature cycles every-
thing. 

A carefully designed system can harvest the energy from natural
flows and 
convert it into useful outputs that nourish and support other parts of
the 
system.

Every instance is unique, every person has different priorities, tastes
and skills. There is never a single or right solution, but a problem
solving approach can help find the best combination to suit a specific
location or circumstance.





Writing a business plan:
Tell the STORY or PURPOSE of your project
*Who is involved?
*How is it managed?

State your idea? ......................

Product or a service? .................

What need in your community does
it address?...............................

Is your idea different from the com-
petition, what makes it stand out

.........................................................
Why will people want to buy what you offer?

..................................................................

Business name? 
- What does your choice of name say about your business? 
- Does it help them understand what you a re offering? 
- Is it memorable, unique easy to say

Your Market
- Who will your customers be? 
- Where do they live, how will you reach them?
- Word of mouth is the cheapest and often most effective, how will you get people
talking about your business? 
- Do you need fliers or posters, a website or Facebook page, can you get in a local
newspaper or on the local radio if what you are doing is interesting?
- 5 P's of marketing Product, price, place promotion & packaging

Profitability
Cost of production in materials and in human hours
transport and distribution, credit and loans, try to think of every cost no matter
how small

Investment and growth
How much money to you need to make for your business to be measured a 
success, set a target. What will you do with profit? How much for repayments,
costs, reinvestment and what do with surplus

1: Convinces YOU that is is possible
2: It shows funders/ collaborators &
investors to take you seriously
3:Recruits members/ suppporters with
realistic expectations

Like a good story your plan should be
gripping, exciting and realistic!

FUNCTIONS OF A BUSINESS PLAN
* Raises money
* Collates research
* Presents clear and realistic vision



Consensus decision-making is a group decision-making process in
which group members develop, and agree to support a decision in the
best interest of the whole. 

Consensus may be defined professionally as an acceptable resolution,
one that can be supported, even if not the "favourite" of each 
individual. 

Consensus decision-making is thus concerned with the process of de-
liberating and finalizing a decision, and the social, 
economic, legal, environmental and political effects of applying this
process. 



SWOT analysis
State what you are assessing here: ...................
This is a simple exercise to help you develop your business ideas, to identify both
the opportunities and challenges. 

WeaknessesStrengths

ThreatsOpportunities

What are your unique selling points? Consider availability of 
inputs and resources. What relevant skills and experiences or
qualifications can you offer? Consider location, price, value
and quality, can you offer innovation, improvements, what is
your marketing advantage?

Competition from other suppliers, changing demand or supply
conditions, staff availability, global or international changes,
seasonality, social and environmental factors, new  
technologies, other obstacles, 

Changing or emerging markets, niche or target markets, 
industrial or technical trends, uniqueness, relevance to time
and place, spotting higher value use for local resources. Out
performing other producers or suppliers.

Gaps in your knowledge, access to finance, resources & 
information. Timescales, continuity, transport, communicating
added value. Consider the reliability of your data, suppliers
and market access. Competition, seasonality, leadership, 
accreditation and permissions. 

Enterprise development
- evaluating your plan



Enterprise development
- creating a new business

Social Capital: Influence and connections are social capital

Material Capital: Non-living physical objects form material capital. 

Financial Capital: M We are most familiar with financial capital: Money, currencies, se-
curities and other instruments of the global financial system.

Living capital  “Measure your wealth in ounces, acres, and hooves.”

Intellectual Capital: Intellectual capital is best described as a ‘knowledge’ asset.

Experiential (or Human) Capital. We accumulate experiential capital through actually
organizing a project in our community,

Spiritual Capital As one practices their religion, spirituality, or other means of connec-
tion to self and universe, one may accumulate spiritual capital. 

Cultural Capital  All the other forms of capital may be held and owed by individuals, but
cultural capital can only be gathered by a community of people. 

Use this frame for thinking about what you have to offer, where are your won
strengths and weaknesses and where might you need help or seek collabora-
tion.



Lacking money for investment is not a barrier to beginning a successful enterprise.
Certainly it can help but also having money available can lead us to create opportuni-
ties which ultimately rely on none local inputs, meaning we are not building a truly
sustainable business or are relying on resources we don’t have to begin. 

A permaculture approach encourages a business start up to value a broader diversity
of inputs and recognise the wealth and assets we have already before seeking exter-
nal inputs or outside help. If we can build from the bottom and create something
from what we have already we can then reduce inputs costs and create an efficient
business model.

In the same way that we link plants together to build ecosystems in farming and
growing, we create links different areas of available capital resource to develop a
strong and dynamic business plan
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